San Francisco is one of the top food destinations in the world, and there is something for everyone. With so many choices, we know it can be daunting and overwhelming to figure out where to go and what to eat, so your BART and SamTrans friends are hoping to make your dining experience a little easier with this food guide. The restaurants on this list are all personally recommended by us, our family members and friends. Yelp helped organize the restaurants by price point, and we also organized them by BART stations so the restaurants are transit accessible. Whether you have a few days or a week, visiting SF for Rail~Volution in October or some other time, we hope you find this guide informative. And please feel free to share. Finally, reservations are most definitely recommended for the $$ and $$$ restaurants, but walk-ups may be available right when they open.
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Key
- $ Under $11
- $$ $11-$30
- $$$ $31-$60
- $$$$ $60+